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Introduction. The results of this paper were first proven in the author's
thesis [1]. The proofs contained in that thesis are long and laborious. However,
since that work was done, results of R. H. Bing [2] and J. P. Hempel [4] have
made it possible to greatly shorten the proofs of the following theorems. Thus,
not only appreciation but condolences are offered to the author's advisor, Guydo
Lehner, who checked the original work.
Statement of results. Let D be a disk in E3. We will say that D "almost"
lies on a 2-sphere in E3 if given any e > 0 there exist a finite number of mutally
disjoint subdisks {Bi}"¡= 1 of the interior of D with diamB¡<e for i =1,2,—,n,

and such that D— Z,"=1B¡ lies on a 2-sphere in E3.
Theorem 1. Let D be a disk in E3 which contains all its wild points in its
interior. Then D "almost" lies on a 2-sphere in E3.

In the author's

thesis Theorem 1 was used to show

Theorem 2. // D is a disk in E3 which contains all its wild points in its
interior and e > 0 then D contains a Sierpinski curve K such that

(1) Bd D e K,
(2) K lies on a tame 2-sphere in E3, and
(3) The components of D —K all have diameter < e.

In the shortened proof of Theorem 1 given here, Theorem 2 will be proven and
used.
The result of Hempel mentioned above states that each compact orientable
2-manifold with boundary in E3 which is locally tame at each point of its boundary
lies on a closed 2-manifold in E3. We prove
Theorem 3. Each compact orientable 2-manifold with boundary in E3
which is locally tame at each point of its boundary "almost''' lies on a closed
2-manifold in E3 whose genus is 2g + h — l, where g is the genus and h is the
number of components in the boundary of the original 2-manifold with boundary.
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Proof of Theorem 1. The essential idea of this proof was pointed out to the
author by Joseph Martin and used by him in [5]. Let D be the disk of our theorem

and let D' be a subdisk of Int D such that all the wild points of D are in Int D'.
With the same technique developed by Martin [5] we can find a new disk D"
with the following properties.
(1) D" is locally tame at each point of its interior.

(2) Bd D" = Bd D'.
(3) D" n(D- D') = 0.
(4) D" is obtained from £>' by replacing a null sequence of mutually
subdisks {D';}¡°=i °f int D' by another sequence {A"}í = i- We ^° tn¡s
none of the replaced subdisks has diameter as great as c. Note that
contains a tame Sierpiriski curve containing Bd D', thus we immediately

disjoint
so that
D' n D"
have a

proof of Theorem 2.
Since Bd D" is tame, D" is tame [3] so E = D"Kj(D — D') is tame and lies
on a tame 2-sphere in F3. This 2-sphere has a cartesian product neighborhood, so
we have an imbedding h of E x [0,1] into E3 such that n|EX[o»= id. Let S

= Bd (h(E x [0,1])). S is a 2-sphere.
Consider D' n (S — E). Since S — F is bounded away from D" which was found
by replacing a null sequence {Dí}f=i of subdisks of D' we see that D' d(S — E)
is contained in a finite number of the D/'s. We will name these subdisks By,B2,--,B„.
These are the subdisks promised in the theorem. By a standard technique of
3-space topology we can replace the B,'s by new disks ß-'s which miss S — ¿Zb¡

and are such that B¡r, B'¡ = 0 if / # /'. (S — zZß) U Zb,' is the 2-sphere we were
promised by the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 3. The proof of Theorem 3 is parallel to that of Theorem 1
so we will omit the details. The number 2g + h — 1 is natural in this theorem
since if M is a compact 2-manifold with boundary, whose genus is g and which
has * boundary components, then Bd (M x [0,1]) will be a closed 2-manifold of

genus 2g + h —1.
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